
 
 
 

Formative feedback 
 

 
Overall Comments 
Gabriela, congratulations for reaching the final part of Expressing Your Vision. I hope 
you’re pleased with your accomplishment. Overall, I’ve been impressed with how you 
have continued to explore the expressive, emotional and poetic potential of 
photography over the two assignments I have tutored you on. I would say this is a clear 
strength of your work, however, it is important to still be mindful of the contextual 
aspects of the assessment criteria – especially as you prepare your submission. We 
discussed the value of assignment research, planning, editing and printing reflective 
notes and learning log posts amongst other points in our feedback tutorial on 
26/05/2017.  
 
Feedback on assignment  
Demonstration of technical and Visual Skills, Quality of Outcome, Demonstration 
of Creativity  
• Great to see that you have adopted a labeling system for prints and I feel the overall 
treatment of the submission is improved here, ie naming of each image to help 
provide depth and layering to the piece and the new structure of your accompanying 
statement. I would certainly link out here to a research post/planning notes post on 
Dali’s work – don’t assume that the assessors will be familiar with this artwork (or that 
of any other literature or photography) or ideas behind it. Try to build this part of your 
contextual work up in future, consistently offering further analysis, illustrations and 
personal thoughts behind your influences and references. 
• For me this work shines when an image brings together the variety and depth of 
your thinking and is visually experimental, for example, ‘Family’, which ties directly to 
the emotional origin of the series for you and where the figures are incredibly abstract 
to the point of being nearly indecipherable, yet the small form indicates the presence 
of a child and therefore looks like a traditional ‘family’ walking in the rain. The colours 
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of their clothes also echo those of the traffic lights, offering a satisfying visual 
connection between images, which works to build a cohesive series. 
• Another strength is that you’ve been able to capture a range in form and also 
emotional tone, as in heavy rain into water, waiting in traffic, street views, almost 
macro detail of stagnant drops on glass and also the the way rain can blur the 
background beyond in a less literal way.  
• Whilst you maintain quite a graphic approach across the series and I can see your 
reasoning, I would say, for me, some of the images are compositionally and 
expressively weaker than others, for example ‘Reflection’ and ‘Entrance’, as the drops 
and horizon in entrance are very similar to ‘Family’ and regarding ‘Reflection’ I would 
say the composition could be more decisive, either tighter or wider to either include or 
exclude the paving in the top right and really draw the eye to the lines and emphasise 
their formal quality and the radial drop waves in the centre of the frame. 
• Noted were the formal echoes in the work, the vertical lines, the bright colours from 
the lights and figures and the the dull grey skies and how if you separate these out you 
can reinforce these and offer a rhythm through the series. I’ve re-sequenced, to provide 
you with an alternative pathway through the work. It would be great if you could 
respond to this and either keep your original sequence, keep this one or make a new 
one based on our discussions. 
• Make sure you annotate or at the very least summarise your contact sheets, which 
you upload at the bottom of your submission post. This should be both practical and 
conceptual and could include editing decisions and an evaluation of 
successes/weaknesses of the shoots.  
 
Coursework 
Demonstration of technical and Visual Skills, Demonstration of Creativity  
• You continue to put a lot of effort into your exercises and it’s great to see notes 
under results. Just be sure to upload Ex 5.3 and your response to the Research Point 
from part 5, or ensure they are placed correctly on your blog – as I can’t see them. 
 
Research 
Context, reflective thinking, critical thinking, analysis   
• Before you submit for assessment, try to expand upon your research into Dijkstra 
and the other artists you have chosen to explore… applying the same imagination and 
expressive approach you have in your own work to the reading of these images, what 
is literally being presented and what the combination of these elements and depicted 
details and moments communicate and express to the viewer. Again, build up a 
consistently deeper level of engagement across all future research posts. 
• We discussed how you didn’t wish to conduct too much research until after you had 
completed shooting, which I challenged with counter-arguments. Whilst I still stand by 
the need for research in line with idea development and shooting, my feedback was in 
response to lack of evidence on the learning log as to the reasons behind your 
decision…which after talking through, actually came from discussions on the OCA 



Forum. Make sure you evidence this very clearly on your log and link to the threads. 
 
Learning Log 
Context, reflective thinking, critical thinking, analysis   
• At this stage, and as you would like to submit very soon, I would prioritise  
organising your learning log to ensure that every post is categorised appropriately and 
always appears in the most relevant section. Consolidate the Research and Reflection 
navigation menu as discussed to make sure no posts get missed, eg move assignment 
specific posts into the sub-heading for that assignment. 
• Focus on expanding your written work within existing posts and research as 
discussed and make sure you upload everything from your assignment planning, even 
if it’s scanning or photographing sketch or notebooks with summaries.  
• Show decision-making at each stage of idea development for your assignments, 
even if you think it’s stating the obvious. It is important to show how you reached your 
final submission. 
• Good to see that you have responded to our previous discussions about 
differentiating between your words and those of the coursebook with this submission 
carry on refining this approach. 
 
Suggested reading/viewing  
Context  
• I do still think you would enjoy responding to the ‘Rain’ work of Bettina Von Zwehl, 
reading into other’s writing on the series to inform your opinion. What do you think 
she is trying to achieve with the work and what does rain represent there? Also do 
remember the other photographers I sent you in relation to your work on Light/A4.  
• A reminder to take time to read and write notes on works in the reading list for the 
unit, as this is an area of research which would help you build upon your contextual 
skills, especially as you prepare for writing essays in the next units. 
 
Pointers for the next assignment / assessment 
• Remember presentation is incredibly important when submitting work for 
assessment. When you have finished all your changes and re-works, consider posting a 
final blog post which sits on your main page and introduces assessors to your log and 
where they can find your work. 
• Ask Eddie if you can still also send in prints, as I see no reason why you shouldn’t 
share these with assessors -you’ve done the hard work already and demonstrating your 
printing and presentation skills is important. Consider how you might send them - How 
can they be protected from damage and the different assignments can be 
segmented… consider printing out your assignment texts and slotting in before each 
set of prints. One common way of doing this is using a portfolio. 
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